Biological instrumentation for the Viking 1975 mission to Mars.
A brief introduction is given on why Mars is of interest from a biological point of view, along with an overview of the Viking 1975 mission. Details are given about the four biology instruments aboard the spacecraft and the experiments for which they are to be used. These are: the carbon assimilation experiment to determine whether the soil is biologically active, by incubation in presence of 14C-labelled CO and CO2 (known to be present in the Martian atmosphere); the label release experiment to detect metabolic activity by the release of radioactive CO2, from 14C-labelled simple organic substrates; the gas exchange experiment to detect biological activity by repeated gas chromatography analysis of soil samples; the light scattering experiment, where increase of scattering and decrease of light transmission would indicate the growth of organisms. Examples are given of data obtained with terrestrial soils in these experiments.